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“The prompts given on YPN have led to me writing far more poems than I would have otherwise. 
When I started writing poetry, I was so shy that my poetry made me feel embarrassed – and then 
to see that I had made so much I started to feel proud. I hated my voice – now all I want to do is 
use it.” – April Egan, Young Poets Network Challenge Winner 

 
In April 2021, The Poetry Society marks the tenth anniversary of Young Poets Network (YPN), its free online 
platform for poetry lovers aged 25 and younger worldwide. 
 
Young Poets Network is The Poetry Society’s platform for young people, with opportunities for young writers 
to have their work published, learn about poets past and present, and make connections with other young poets 
worldwide. 
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Young Poets Network is Ten Years Old 

IMAGES, top left (L-R): National Maritime Museum: Abby Meyer, Jamie Hancock and Zainab Ismail, commended in the Melting Ice challenge in partnership with National Maritime Museum in 
2017, performing their winning poems at an event celebrating the opening of the new Polar Worlds gallery, where anthologies of the winning and commended poems are freely available, and the first prize 
winning poem is part of the permanent exhibition (photo: courtesy of National Maritime Museum) 
Top right (L-R): Poetry Café: Matt Sowerby, Dipo Baruwa-Etti and Meredith LeMaître, winners of the End Hunger UK challenge with Oxfam in 2018, taken after a performance workshop with 
Anthony Anaxagorou at The Poetry Café where they were filmed performing their winning poems to camera (photo credit: Carl Shanahan) 
Bottom left (L-R): Lauren Aspery, Ellora Sutton and Jack Cooper at The Poetry Café for the Art Does Not Get You A Job careers network event in 2018, before they performed their winning poems in 
the Carol Ann Duffy challenge in 2019
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Since 2011, the website has been viewed over two million times. Young Poets Network has published 253 
features by young poets and 136 writing challenges, each one introducing young people to new poets and 
techniques. These writing challenges have inspired 10,522 young people from 88 countries (including every 
county in England) to write and submit 11,824 new poems. Of these, 813 have been published on the Young 
Poets Network website as well as in a selection of special edition print and digital anthologies.  
 
Writing challenges are often set in partnership with other organisations, and have included collaborations 
between The Poetry Society and Oxfam, the V&A Museum, Human Cell Atlas, National Trust, BBC Proms, 
Bletchley Park, English National Ballet, RSPB, British Library, Cape Farewell, People Need Nature, and many 
more organisations in the education, arts and culture sectors. 
 

“The opportunities and competitions pages are so so useful and where I’ve found almost 
everything I’ve been involved in.” – Katie Kirkpatrick, Young Poets Network Challenge Winner 

 
The Young Poets Network website provides a space for young people’s voices to be heard, and to inspire other 
young people to take their writing seriously. Winners are celebrated, sent prizes, and offered onward 
opportunities, from performances to workshops. These offer chances to form a global community. 
 
Young Poets Network platforms young writers as much as possible, commissioning them to write reviews, 
interviews and articles throughout the year; and every August, four Foyle Young Poets are invited to set and 
judge writing challenges for the summer holidays. Young Poets Network runs occasional Young Poets Takeovers 
- poetry events specifically for, by and with poets aged 25 and younger. 
 

“In India, it has actually been a bit difficult for me to find friends who work on poetry with the 
same craziness as myself. During the lockdown in 2020, I ended up making a few friends online 
via YPN. I'm really grateful for being able to find people I can discuss a lot of poetry with.” 
– Jayant Kashyap, Young Poets Network Challenge Winner 

 
Meanwhile, interviews with and articles by leading poets like Daljit Nagra, Joelle Taylor, Mary Jean Chan, 
Matthew Sweeney, Kayo Chingonyi and Rupi Kaur on Young Poets Network have given valuable insights into 
what it means to be a poet, how to develop poetic craft and how a young poet can find their tribe.  
 
Young Poets Network lists the best opportunities for young poets across the literature sector, with currently over 
200 magazines, competitions, writing groups and other opportunities specifically aimed at young writers in the 
Poetry Opportunities section. The fortnightly newsletter includes a round-up of The Poetry Society’s projects 
for young people, as well as selected top opportunities from other organisations. 
 

“Any time I meet a young person who shows even the slightest bit of interest in writing poetry, I 
immediately direct them to YPN. Because beyond the challenges, and the fantastic prompts, it's 
also a directory of resources – and a support network.” – Annika Cleland-Hura, Young Poets 
Network Challenge Winner 
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“I got so much from spending time with other young poets from all over the world. It developed 
my poetry practice endlessly and shaped how I think about the process of editing and forming a 
poem.” – Lucas Sheridan, Young Poets Network Challenge Winner 

 
For a fuller history of the past ten years and to find out more about Young Poets Network visit 
ypn.poetrysociety.org.uk  
 
Follow @thepoetrysociety on Instagram and @youngpoetsnet on Twitter to see highlights of Young Poets 
Network from the last decade, and share memories using the hashtag #YoungPoetsNetwork. 
 
Young Poets can find out more about how to join Young Poets Network at ypn.poetrysociety.org.uk and sign up to 
the free mailing list. 
 

 
 – ENDS – 
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Notes to Editors 
 
The Poetry Society 
The Poetry Society is the UK’s leading organisation for poetry. With innovative education and commissioning programmes, and a packed calendar  
of performances, competitions, and digital projects, The Poetry Society champions poetry for all ages. The Poetry Society was founded in 1909 to 
promote a “more general recognition and appreciation of poetry”. Since then, it has grown into a dynamic arts organisation, representing British 
poetry both nationally and internationally. It has a thriving worldwide membership and publishes Britain’s leading poetry magazine, The Poetry 
Review, and runs influential talent development schemes such as the National Poetry Competition and Foyle Young Poets of the Year Award.  
The Poetry Society is an Arts Council England National Portfolio Organisation and a registered charity.  
 
Visit poetrysociety.org.uk • youngpoetsnetwork.org.uk • Find The Poetry Society on Facebook / Twitter @PoetrySociety / Instagram 
@thepoetrysociety 
 
Young Poets Network 
Young Poets Network is The Poetry Society’s online platform for young poets up to the age of 25. It delivers a lively and diverse programme  
of writing challenges and competitions throughout the year to inspire new writing, at ypn.poetrysociety.org.uk
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Young Poets Network artwork by Andrew Rae. andrewrae.info
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